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In new research, a team of scientists at the University of Cambridge has tested the ‘life in the Venusian clouds’ hypothesis.

Sulfur-Metabolizing Aerial Life Cannot Explain Composition of Venus’ Atmosphere, Scientists Say
The Chemistry Research Scholars Program at RIT increases the visibility of our research students, fosters a culture of undergraduate research, and promotes undergraduate research. It targets students ...

Chemistry Research Scholars Program
The strange makeup of Venus’s atmosphere does not appear to be explained by alien life, according to new research. Scientists have been debating for years whether Venus ‒ our neighbouring planet ‒ is ...

Venus’s strange clouds are not explained by alien life, scientists say
The Greensboro Science Center is holding an aquatic life program that will make sure your teen doesn't suffer brain-drain over the summer.

How teens can enjoy a camp and do actual research at the same time
Professor Pattie Maes deep insights working with her research team of Joanne Leong, Pat Pataranutaporn, Valdemar Danry are world leading in their translational research on tech-human interaction.

MIT Media Lab Fluid Interfaces-Prof Maes Team 2022 Top Research Powering Humans
The unusual behavior of sulphur in Venus' atmosphere cannot be explained by an 'aerial' form of extra-terrestrial life, according to a new study.

No signs (yet) of life on Venus
Bruker Corporation (Nasdaq: BRKR) this week displays its high-value scientific instrumentation, software and integrated solutions for applications in materials and energy research, biopharmaceuticals, ...

Bruker Presents High-Value Life Science, Materials Research and Applied Market Solutions at Analytica 2022
This master's of chemistry will prepare you for the next step, whether that is a Ph.D. program, getting a new job, or advancing your career at the company you are already working for. Our program ...

Chemistry Master of Science Degree
BYU chemistry professor Paul ... appreciate the world around us and how our bodies work.” Savage discussed the work he has completed in his lab. His research and training originated in organic ...

Chemistry professor receives award and discusses research in bacteria
Researchers tested the ‘life in the clouds’ hypothesis that astronomers have speculated about for decades. The post Scientists test to see if there are signs of life on Venus appeared first on Talker.

Scientists test to see if there are signs of life on Venus
An interdisciplinary research team has identified a remarkably efficient regulatory network that controls zinc accumulation in the open ocean cyanobacterium Synechococcus.

New insights into how cyanobacteria regulate zinc uptake in the open ocean
All of our faculty are engaged in research that incorporates meaningful participation by undergraduates. You can pursue a degree in chemistry or biochemistry with professional certification from the ...

Majoring in Chemistry
WASHINGTON, June 6, 2022 ̶ Many of us love our gas stoves. But unfortunately ... promoting excellence in science education and providing access to chemistry-related information and research through ...

How gas stoves pollute your home (video)
Funder will spend £481 million over three years to support cutting edge science including 1.2GHz NMR and Diamond synchrotron upgrade ...
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